Introduction.
A 3-dimensional inversion geometry over an ordered field V in which every nonnegative number is a square may be defined as a partially ordered set II of objects called points, circles, spheres, and inversion space with the properties:
(i) if p is any point, then there is an affine geometry whose "points," "lines," "planes," and "3-space" are, respectively, the points of II other than p, the circles containing p, the spheres containing p, and the inversion space;
(ii) the underlying field of this affine geometry is V; (iii) this affine geometry can be made a Euclidean geometry in such a way that the "circles" and "spheres" of the Euclidean geometry are, respectively, the circles of II not containing p and the spheres of II not containing p.
The purpose of this paper is to give axioms for II that will be sufficient to establish (i), (ii), and (iii). The only undefined relation is the ordering relation ^, which means, geometrically, that all our axioms are incidence axioms. There does not seem to be any particular interest in finding alternative statements of (i), so (i) is simply assumed (1.4) . Additional assumptions are added (2.11 and 2.12), and the remainder of the paper is devoted to proving that these axioms are sufficient for (ii) and (iii).
The extension of this work to higher dimensions is straightforward, and we have concentrated on the 3-dimensional case for the sake of simplicity. The 2-dimensional case, however, is different in many ways('), and will be treated in a future paper.
It is rather surprising that the literature contains so few investigations of the foundations of inversion geometry as an autonomous subject (2) . Certainly much less is known about the postulates for inversion geometry than for other geometries. The present paper is an effort to remedy this deficiency.
We wish to thank H. S. M. Coxeter, Tong Hing, and E. R. Lorch for their invaluable advice at various stages in the preparation of this manuscript. 1. The first set of postulates.
In this section, we postulate that our set
Presented to the Society, December 28, 1948; received by the editors November 5, 1950 and, in revised form, January 20, 1951. 0) For the most notable difference, see footnote 7.
(2) In [7] (numbers in brackets refer to the bibliography at the end of the paper), Pieri has treated the 3-dimensional case over the real numbers, and [lO] contains a discussion by van der Waerden of the 2-dimensional case over a general field. The principal ideas of these papers are given in footnotes 11 and 15. More recently, Petkantschin [6] has discussed the 2-dimensional case over the real numbers, and it is easy to reformulate his postulates so that the only undefined relation is incidence.
IT has the property (i) of the introduction^).
II is then imbedded in a lattice A, which is, for present purposes, more easily manageable.
1.1 Axiom. IT is a set with a binary relation :g defined on it. An element pÇJA with the property x^p implies x = p is called a point. We reserve the letters p, q, r, ■ ■ • , z for points.
1.2 Axiom. If a£IT, then there is a point p such that p'è.a.
1.3 Axiom. If p^a and af^b, then p^b.
1.4 Axiom. If pGTi, then the following subsystem of II, under the relation ^, is a 3-dimensional affine geometry from which the zero element has been deleted: all points other than p, and all elements a such that p^a, p^a.
We note some immediate consequences.
(a) Under ^, II is a partially ordered set. This follows at once from the properties of points and the fact that an affine geometry is a partially ordered set.
(b) There is an element J£II such that a Gil implies a^I.
Let p be a point of IT. The affine geometry corresponding to p of 1.4 contains a greatest element, which we denote by /. We show that / has the required property; that is, I is the greatest element of II. If afEII, let q^a (1.2). Let J be the greatest element in the affine geometry corresponding to q. By 1.4, we have p-âJûI and qúJúI. Thus 1 = J and oá I.
(c) We proceed to the imbedding of II in a lattice. For each pair of distinct p, q we adjoin to II the symbol PP,q, obtaining a new set II', IICu'. We now extend the relation g toll' by the following rules: p^PP,q, q ^PP.t; if a£II and p, q^a, then Pp,q^a; Pp.q^Pp,q.
It is easy to see that II' is a partially ordered set under the extended definition of ^. Further, if we denote by Tl'(p) the subsystem of II' consisting of all elements a Gil' such that plka, then W(p) is an affine geometry in which p is the zero element, for H'(p) is clearly isomorphic to the affine geometry described in 1.4.
Tl'ip) has a unique extension to a projective geometry of the same dimension. We now adjoin to II' the "elements at infinity" of the projective extension of H'(p), for each pGIL, obtaining a set II"Z)II'. We extend the relation ^ to II" by the following rule: if a, &GÜ" and there is a point p such that a and b are elements in the projective extension of H'(p), and if in that projective geometry a is contained (properly or improperly) in b, then we say atkb. It is clear that II" is partially ordered set. Finally, we adjoin to II" an element 0, obtaining a set A, and extend ^ by the conditions : 0 ^ 0 ; 0 ; § a for all a Gil". A is of course a partially ordered set under ¿, and indeed a lattice.
(3) There are many ways to effect this. See [5] and also [l, p. 109, ex. 12]. We shall for the most part follow [l, chap. I] for the general terminology of ordered sets. We assume familiarity with the lattice-theoretic formulation of projective geometry of Birkhoff and M enger.
Proof. We show that if a, ¿>£A, then A contains a\Jb and af~\b. If at least one of a, b is 0, the result is immediate, so we assume the contrary.
Hence, there exist p and q such that púa, qúb. Let us assume first that p and q can be chosen so that p = q. Then the existence of aKJb and a(~\b follows from the fact that a projective geometry is a lattice. The other possibility is that for every choice of p^a and q^b, we have p^q. In this case, it is immediate that af\b = Q, and what remains to be shown is the existence of aVJb. First, p\Jq exists, and pVJq = Pp,q; for l. Henceforth, unless otherwise specified, an "element" is an element of A. 1.5 Some notations and definitions. The expression "a is contained in b" or "b contains a" means a^b. "a is properly contained in V means a<b; that is, a^b, aj^b. a\Jb is called the join of a and b, aC\b is called the intersection of a and b.
A is clearly a lattice of dimension 5. Using d( ) for the dimension function, we have d(0) -0, d(p) = 1 for all points p, d(a) = 1 implies a is a point. An element of dimension 2 is called a pair. We reserve the letters P, Q, R, ■ • ■ , Z for pairs. An element of dimension 3 is called a circle. The symbol [ ] will be used to designate a circle in various ways; for example, [a b] = "the circle containing the elements a, b"; or [ab] = "the elements a ando are contained in a circle." The context will clarify the usage. An element of dimension 4 is called a sphere. The symbol { } will be used for spheres in the same manner that [ ] is used for circles, I, the unique element of dimension 5, is called the inversion space.
0 and all elements of II' are called ordinary elements of A. All other elements of A are called singular. Thus, the only singular elements are certain pairs, circles, and spheres; namely, those elements of II" that are not elements of II'. Note that the ordinary pairs are precisely those elements of II' that are not elements of II.
We shall specify that an element is singular by attaching the unique point it contains as a subscript; for example, ap is a singular element containing p. Observe that according to the construction of A there is one and only one singular sphere containing p. Singular spheres will be denoted by capital letters at the beginning of the alphabet.
Thus, Ap is the unique singular sphere containing p. Two ordinary elements of A are said to be tangent if their intersection is a singular element(4).
The following statements are obvious: 1. (4) This is precisely the reason for introducing singular elements. Otherwise, we would be bothered in various places to consider tangency as a special case when, in fact, it is not. Proof. If we use 1.4, any two ordinary circles contain the same number of points (which may be infinite). If this number is finite, say w + 1, then the number of points on each ordinary sphere is «2+l, the number of points of A is w3+l, the number of ordinary spheres containing a given point is nz-\-n2 + «. If D is the number of ordinary spheres, then by counting the number of incidences of points with spheres, we have This lemma will be useful in assuring that we have "enough" points with which to operate. The following theorem, which we shall use a great deal from §4 on, is an easy consequence of the fact that every ordinary circle contains at least four points. We omit its proof.
Theorem.
Let r be any 1-1 transformation of the set of points of A onto itself such that [pip2p3pi] implies [TpiTp2Tp3Tpi\. Then r can be extended uniquely to an automorphism f of A.
2. The definition of inversion and the second set of postulates. We now prove a sequence of theorems corresponding to the construction of the ideal point in a four-dimensional incidence geometry (6) . These lay the foundation for the definition of inversion. (5) Our lattice A and the semi-lattice of incidence geometry considered by Gorn in [3] are sufficiently similar that the work of [3] is applicable here. (This remark was made in [5] . Its meaning is that an inversion geometry is an example of an incidence geometry.) 2.2, 2.6, and 2.7 are restatements, for present use, of theorems of [3] .
Theorem(6)
(6) This is condition E of [3] . The proof of this theorem has been known, although it does not seem to be in the literature. (7) Although this case involves only objects contained in a sphere, an example due to Hjelmslev (see [2, p. 229] , where the example is obviously intended to apply to 2.1 (ii)) shows that its proof requires the use of a point not on the sphere. This striking analogy to the Desargues situation in projective geometry was pointed out in [4] It must be shown, of course, that a does not depend on the choice of q. That this is indeed the case can be proven from 2.6 in a manner precisely analogous to the derivation of 2.2 from 2.1, and we omit the details. It is clear that if r<a, then a is also the circle containing r coaxal with a\ and a2\ also, if aii^a29^0, then the circle containing p coaxal with öi and a2 is p yj(air\Oi).
The set of all circles coaxal with two given circles is called a coaxal set of circles. It is clear that any two circles of a coaxal set determine the coaxal set.
2.8 Definitions. Returning to the function F of 2.5, we see that .r7 induces in a natural way a 1-1 transformation r of the set of points of A onto itself.
t is defined as follows:
is an ordinary pair, F(p) = pV)q, then rp = q. As a transformation, r is an involution, and we call r a fundamental involution. A fundamental involution, then, is a point-point transformation associated with a function F in the prescribed way. Any pair in the image of F is said to be anallagmatic with respect to r (or anallagmatic under r), which justifies the terminology of 2.3. It follows from 2.5.1 that a fundamental involution is completely determined by any two distinct anallagmatic pairs.
2.8.1 Definition. If r is the fundamental involution associated with a function F, then a is said to be anallagmatic with respect to r (or anallagmatic under r) if a contains a pair P in the image of F.
2.9 Corollaries. We leave the proofs to the reader. The axioms previously given are insufficient, and we add two more. Specifically, we shall require that (positive) inversions possess further properties. Now, inversions have been defined in A, and our axioms should be given as properties of II. It is not difficult, however, to define inversion exclusively in terms of II, and we leave this to the reader. The axioms of this section are then to be considered as axioms of II; but their content is precisely the same as if they were given as properties of A, and it is as such that we shall use them. ' 2.11 Axiom (8) . If r is an inversion, then every anallagmatic ordinary circle contains at least one fixed point of r.
It follows that a fundamental involution is an inversion if and only if it admits a double point. [¡Ci^acs] implies px = x(9). By virtue of 1.6.2, Axiom 2.12 implies that any inversion t, or any composition of inversions, has a unique extension to an automorphism of A. No confusion will arise if we use the same symbol for the automorphism that we have hitherto used for the point transformation, and henceforth we shall do so. It is convenient to note here a few useful facts about automorphisms of A.
If 4> is an automorphism of A, and 2.12.1 if a, b, c are coaxal circles, then <pa, <pb, <pc are coaxal circles; 2.12.2 if ap is a singular element, then <pap is also singular; 2.12.3 if P, Q, R are anallagmatic pairs of a fundamental involution, then <pP, <pQ, <pR are anallagmatic pairs of a fundamental involution;
2.12.4 if P = p\Jq, and if <f>P = P, then either <pp = p or <pp = q; if 4>p = q, then <pq = p; if <pp = p, then <bq = q.
2.13 Theorem. Let k be an ordinary sphere anallagmatic under an inversion t. Then k contains a circle c such that (i) p<k,rp=p imply p<c; (ii) p<c implies rp=p;
(iii) c is not anallagmatic under r ; (iv) if a is an ordinary anallagmatic circle on k, then a(~\c is an ordinary pair. We call c the circle of inversion of t on k.
Proof. 2.11 implies that there are at least three fixed points of r on k. We shall show that all fixed points lie on a circle. Assume the contrary, and (8) This is our only "order" axiom, in contrast with the variety of order axioms in [4] and [5] . This assumption compels our field V to have the property described in the introduction. It is quite clear that, conversely, this assumption is satisfied in any inversion geometry over V. (9) under r, and let p be the inversion defined by p:s->t, r->r (10) . If u^r is a fixed point of p on k, and a is the unique circle (2.9.6) containing r and u anallagmatic under p, then ai\Ar and aC\Au are anallagmatic under both p and r. Therefore, p=r (2.8), which is impossible. Hence, if c is a circle of k containing three fixed points of t, say c= [xix2x3], (i) is proven, (iii) follows from the fact that we can certainly find a point x£A such that x<c, rx = x. He were anallagmatic, {x c\ would be an anallagmatic sphere whose fixed points were not contained in a circle, (ii) has already been proven, under the temporary (but now verified assumption) that [xix2x3]=c is not anallagmatic. By 2.11, an ordinary anallagmatic circle on k contains at least one point of c, hence it contains two points, or c would be anallagmatic.
This proves (iv).
2.14 Lemma. Assume that we are given a set of coaxal circles on an ordinary sphere k such that if a and b are distinct circles of the set, then aP\b = 0. Then there exist exactly two points p and q such that ApC\k and AqC\k are circles of the coaxal set.
Proof. There certainly exist no more than two points p and q with the given property. For if Ari\k is another singular circle of the coaxal set, let a be the inversion under which Api~\ [p q r] and AqC~\ [p q r] are anallagmatic pairs. Then by 2.9.2, Arf~\k is anallagmatic under a, so or = r. Therefore, [pgr] would be anallagmatic under a and contain three double points. This violates 2.13 (iii). Now to show that there are at least two points with the specified property. Let a and b be two ordinary circles of the given set of coaxal circles (if such ordinary circles did not exist, then the assertion to be proven would be immediately true). Let p. be any fundamental involution under which a and b are anallagmatic (p. clearly exists). Since aC\b = Q, it follows from 2.10 that p is an inversion. By 2.13, k contains a circle c which is the circle of inversion of p. c intersects a in two points, say su s2; c intersects b in two points, say ti, h. Let v be the fundamental involution determined by v. Si-*s2, h-Hi. By 2.10, v is an inversion, and c is anallagmatic under v. Hence, c contains two points, p and q, which are double points of v. Therefore, p and q are double (10) The final sentence of 2.8 shows that p is determined by these stipulations, for sKJt and [r s t]f^AT are pairs anallagmatic under p. points of both p. and v, so ApC\k, AqC\k, a and b are anallagmatic under both p. and v. By 2.9.3, p and q are the desired points.
2.15 Theorem. Given any ordinary circle d on a sphere k, then there exists a unique inversion under which k is anallagmatic and d is the circle of inversion.
Proof. There cannot be more than one such inversion, for then the singular circles containing the points of d and contained in k would be coaxal, violating 2.14. To show that there is at least one such inversion, let p, q, and r be distinct points contained in d, and 5 a point not contained in k. Let s = (s\j (Apr\ k)) n (svj (Aqr\ k)) n($u (Arn *)).
Since Sr\k = 0, there exists a fundamental involution r under which S and k are anallagmatic. If p, q, r, and s are distinct, [p q r s], and there is an inversion r such that Tp = p, rq = q, rr = s, we say H(p q, r s) (read "p q, r s are a harmonic set"). It is obvious that if p, q, r are given, 5 is uniquely determined, S5¿r by 2.13, and we therefore sometimes say: "s is the harmonic conjugate of r with respect to p and q." 3.1.1 Corollary.
2/ H(p q, r s), then H(r s, p q).
Proof. Let k be any sphere containing [p q r s], and let ar = Arr\k, ae=A, C\k. By 3.1 and 2.15.1, k contains a circle a such that<j>ar = s, and aC\[p qr s] = p\Jq. Let r be the inversion given by r: p^>q, r^>r. Then aT and a are anallagmatic under r, so by 2.16 and 2.9.2, as is also anallagmatic under r. Hence ts = s. By the definition of r, this implies H(r s, p q).
(u) The axioms of inversion geometry given by Pieri in [7 ] place principal emphasis on the notion of harmonic sets and arrive at inversions through them. Proof. Let p=TbTaTb ra. By 1.6.2, it is sufficient to show that p takes every point of A into itself. Let aC\b = p\Jq. It is clear that pp = p, pq = q. Let x be any other point of A, and let X be the unique pair containing x that is anallagmatic under Tb. We then have by 3.2.5 that X, ApC\a, AqC\a are distinct pairs anallagmatic with respect to rb. Since ApC\a and AgC\a are taken into themselves by t", it follows from 2.12.3 that raX, Apf~\a and AqC\a are anallagmatic pairs of a fundamental involution, which clearly is Tb. Hence pX = TbTa Tb(TaX) = rb Ta(TaX) =TbX = X. This shows that if X is singular, then px = x. If X is ordinary, X = x\Jy, say, then TaX = TaxVJTay. It remains, then, to prove our assumption. We first note that ApC\k and AqC\k are anallagmatic with respect to both ra and r&. Hence, by 2.9.5, ra and Tb do not have a common anallagmatic pair. If rax=TbX, then x is either a fixed point of both inversions (impossible, since x<iar\b) or x is contained in an ordinary pair anallagmatic under both inversions, which violates the preceding sentence. Hence, raXy^TbX, which is equivalent to our assumption. completes the proof.
Corollary.
On an ordinary sphere k, there do not exist more than three mutually orthogonal circles.
Theorem.
If k is a sphere anallagmatic under a negative inversion r, then the restriction to k of t is the composition of (positive) inversions.
The theorem is actually true throughout A, not merely on k. But the stronger result, which would require some preparation, is not needed for what follows.
Proof. By 2.11, k is an ordinary sphere, and if a is any circle contained in k anallagmatic with respect to r, then a is also ordinary. Consider <pa-The circles on k anallagmatic under both r and <pa form a coaxal set of circles which by 2.10 have an ordinary pair, say pKJq, in common. By 2.9.5, p^Jq is anallagmatic with respect to both t and <pa.
In order to prove the theorem, it will suffice to prove that for every x<k, x^p, q, the point tx is the harmonic conjugate of <j>ax with respect to p and q. For assume that this has been shown. with respect to r, it follows that xVJ<pb <pax is anallagmatic with respect to r. This, however, is equivalent to the statement to be proved. An obvious and important consequence is that r has a unique extension to an automorphism of the sublattice of A consisting of all elements contained in k, which can be further extended to an automorphism of A. No confusion will arise when we use the same symbol for the automorphism as for the point transformation.
3.10 Lemma. Let k be an ordinary sphere, a an ordinary circle contained in k. Let 4> be an automorphism of A such that <pk = k, and <px = x for all x<a. Then, restricted to k, <f> is either the identity mapping or <pa.
Proof. It may be that k contains a point p such that p^Ca and <pp = p. Let q be any other point of k not contained in a. Let b and c be distinct circles, each containing p, q and a point of a. It is clear that <pb = b, 4>c = c, so that <p(bi^c)=br\c. By 2.12.4, we have <¡>q = q, so that in this case <p, restricted to k, is the identity map.
On the other hand, it may be that if p<k, £<a, then <pp?¿p. Let bi, b2 be circles such that p<bi-La (i=i, 2). Let bif\a = Xi\Jyi. By 3.2.1, <¡> b¡ is a circle contained in k orthogonal to a, and.containing x¿ and y,-, so that by 3.2.3, cj) bi = bi. Since biC\bi = p\J<pap, an application of 2.12.4 shows that in this case (p, restricted to k, is <pa-3.11 Theorem. If a pair P is anallagmatic under three (not necessarily distinct) fundamental involutions t\, t2, t3, then r3 r2 tx is a fundamental involution.
Proof. Case (i). P is an ordinary pair, say P = p\Jq. Let r be any point of A other than p or q. It is clear that [p q r r3 r2 TXr]. Let p be the fundamental involution defined by p: p-*q, r^n3 r2 tít, and let <p=p t3 t2 tí. It is clearly sufficient to show that if s is any point of A, then 4>s = s. Let k be any sphere containing p, q, r, s. Let b be the circle on k containing p and r and orthogonal to [ that <p /=/. Further, since <p q = q and #<&, it follows from 3.10 that <p s = s.
Case (ii). P is a singular pair, say P = PP. Let r be any point of A other than p, and let p be the inversion with respect to which Pp is anallagmatic, and which takes r into t3 t2 tít. If we let <p designate the automorphism P t3 t2 n, it is sufficient as in Case (i) to show that if 5 is any point of A, then <j> s = s. Let k be any sphere containing PP, r, and 5. As in Case (i), if b is the circle on k that contains r, and p is orthogonal to [r Pp], then <p takes every point of b into itself. We need only consider, then, the case that s<6. Note that the circles of inversion of n, r2, T», and p have a singular pair containing p in common, since each of these circles contains p and is orthogonal to [r Pp]. Hence by 3.7, if Qp is any singular pair such that p<Qp<k, then <f> Qp = Qp. Coordinates on a circle. We begin the process of introducing coordinates, by establishing a field of points contained in any ordinary circle. This is closely analogous to the well known field of points of a conic(12), with 3.11 playing the role of Pascal's theorem. Then we show that this field is an ordered field in which every positive number is a square.
Let c be any ordinary circle, and let three distinct points contained in c be identified by the labels 0,1, ». (The context will always enable us to distinguish the point 0 from the 0 element of A.) 4.1 Definition. Let x, y<c; x, y^O, ». Let <p be the fundamental involution given by <p: 0-»», x-*y, and let z=<p\. We say that z = xy (z is x multiplied by y). Note that we do not require that x and y be distinct.
4.2 Definition. Let x, y<c; y^ ». Let <p be the inversion under which c is anallagmatic and <p: x-*y, »-»». Let 2=00. We say that z = x-\-y (z is x added to y). Note that x and y need not be distinct.
The points of c other than 0 and » constitute an abelian group under multiplication.
The points of c other than » constitute an abelian group under addition.
Proof. We shall prove the statement about multiplication; the proof for addition is essentially the same. It is clear that all we need show is associativity, since all the other postulates for an abelian group are clearly satisfied. Let x, y, z be arbitrary (not necessarily distinct) points contained in c other than 0 and ». Let We shall show that <b3yz = x, which is equivalent to (xy)z = x(yz).
By 3.11, <f>34>i<pi is an involution. Since <p3<pi<j>1x = xy, it follows that x=cp3<pi <t>ixy=<j>3 (pil = <p3yz.
Definition.
If x¿¿ », we say 0x=x0 = 0; oo +x = x+ » = ». If x^O, we say » x = x » = ».
Theorem.
If x^O, », ¿Aera there exist two fundamental involutions <¡>i, <p2 such that for all p<c, we have px=<p2 fax. In other words, multiplication by a point other than 0 or » is the restriction to c of a lattice automorphism. Similarly, addition by a point other than » is the restriction to c of a lattice automorphism. Proof. In view of 4.3, all we need show is: if x, y, z<c, and x, y, zt^ », then x(y-\-z) =xy-\-xz. If at least one of x, y, z is 0, the result is immediate, so we assume the contrary. Further, assume temporarily that y^z and that Ojéy-r-z. By 4.2, the pairs A»C\c, yVJz and 0KJ (y+z) are anallagmatic pairs of an inversion. By 4.5 and 2.12.3, it follows that AxC\c, xyKJxz, and 0VJx(y-\-z) are anallagmatic pairs of an inversion; that is, x(y-\-z) =xy-\-xz. If y = z, then replace the pair y\Jz in the preceding discussion by Ayi~\c. If 0=y+z, then replace the pair 0U(y+z) by A0r\c. In each case, the remainder of the proof is essentially the same.
Definition(13).
Let p, q, r, s be distinct and [p qr s]. Let <p be the fundamental involution given by </>: p->q, r->s. If 0 is a negative inversion, we say p q\ r s (p and q separate r and 5). If <p is an inversion, we say p q\r s (p and q do not separate r and s).
Observe that separation (or nonseparation) of pairs of points is preserved by any automorphism of A. Further, observe that the field of points on a circles furnishes an easy criterion for separation.
Let us set p = 0, g=»,r = l. Then p q\ r s if and only if s -^p, q, r and 5 is not a square in this field, p q\r s if and only if s^p, q, r and 5 is a square in this field.
C3) This definition comes from [7] . Proof. It is clear that [p q r x y]. We designate this circle by c. Set x = 0, y= », 2 = 1, which determines a field of points contained in c. We work in this field, p q\x y implies that there exists t<c such that t2 = p. q r\x y implies that there exists u<c such that u2 = r. Then (tu)2 = pr. Let <p be the fundamental involution determined by <j>: p->r, 0-»». Then <p: 1->pr, tu-+tu. Hence p r\Q » ; that is, p r\x y.
Corollary.
If p q\x y and q r\x y, then p r\x y.
If p q\x y, q r\x y, and pj^r, then p r\x y.
Proof, p q\x y, so by 4.8, p x\q y and p y\q x. Secondly, q r\x y, so by 4.8, r x\q y and r y\q x.
By 4.9, we have p r\q y and p r\q x. Applying 4.9 again, we have p r\x y.
4.12 Theorem. // H(p q, r s), then p q\r s.
Proof. Let a=[p q r s], k be any sphere containing a. Since H(p q, r s), k contains a circle b such that p\Jq<b and <pbr=s. Next, consider the fundamental involution r: p->q, r->5. b is anallagmatic under r, so if r were an inversion, then b would contain a double point of r, say /. But rUi is also anallagmatic under r, so [r s t] would be tangent to b. Since [rj(] is also anallagmatic under <pb, we would have a violation of 2.13. Hence r is a negative inversion, which proves the theorem.
Theorem.
Let a be any ordinary circle, 0, 1, » three distinct points contained in a, and let F be the field of points determined by 0, 1, ». Then F is an ordered field in which x^O if and only if x is a square.
Proof. It is easy to see that it is sufficient to show that F satisfies: (i) -1 is not a square, and (ii) if x is not a square and y is not a square, then x+y is not a square(14). Hence, (x-\-y)/2 is not a square, so, by the previous case, x+y is not a square. 4.14 We now head toward a proof of Miquel's theorem (4.17). We assume that the reader is familiar with the linear fractional transformation from projective geometry, and can prove, using the same ideas as in projective geometry, that if a = [0 1 » ] is a circle on a sphere k, if p, q, r, s are points of a other than », and ps -qr^O, then x' = (px-\-q)/(rx-\-s)
is the restriction to a of an automorphism <p such that <p k=k,<f> a=a.
4.15 Lemma. Let k be an ordinary sphere, a an ordinary circle contained in k. Let 4> be an automorphism of A such that <f> k -k, and let b =<f> a. Then, restricted to k,Ta = 4>~~1 Tb 4>-The proof follows readily from 3.10, and is left to the reader.
4.16 Lemma. Let t be an inversion under which a= [0 1 »] is anallagmatic, and let r and s be the double points of t on a. Assume r, s¿¿ ». Then t, restricted to a, is given by: x' = ((r-\-s)x -2rs)/(2x -(r-\-s)).
Proof. Let k be any sphere containing a. Let b be the circle of inversion of r. By 4.14, there is an automorphism <j> such that <p k = k, <p a = a, and <p is given on a by: x' = (x -r)/(x -s). If c=<p b, then c is the circle containing 0 and » orthogonal to a, so that tc is given on a by: x'= -x. The rest of the proof consists of an application of 4.15.
4.17 Miquel's Theorem(16). If <¡>i, <p2, (p3 are fundamental involutions such that there exist distinct circles a and b each anallagmatic under <pi (i=i, 2, 3), then (p3 <pi 4>i is a fundamental involution.
Proof. If the three fundamental involutions are the same, the theorem is immediate, so we assume the contrary. This implies {a b}. Hence, either aC\b is a pair (which case was treated in 3.11), or a(~\b = 0. We now consider the latter case. Let k= {a b\. The <p¿ are clearly inversions, and by 2.9.3, 2.9.2, 2.9.5, and 2.14, k contains two distinct points p and q such that kC\Ap and kC\Aq are anallagmatic under each 0;. Let c be any ordinary circle contained in k anallagmatic under each <£,-. Then p, g,<c, and c contains two double points of each of the given inversions.
In what follows, we assume <pi, <p2, <p3 are distinct; the cases in which they are not are easily handled. Let 0, » be the double points of (pi on c; 1, 5 be the double points of <p2 on c. Note that s must be negative, since the fundamental involution r given by t: 0->», 1-»s has p^Jq as an anallagmatic pair, and H(0 », p q). If r is one of the double points of <p3, then the other double point is clearly s/r. Let <p=<p34>2<pi. Applying 4.16, and examining the linear fractional transformation which describes the effect of <p on c, we see that there is an inversion p such that p<p is the identity on c and the circle of inversion of p contains p. Since p<c, it follows from 3.10 that p<p is the identity on k.
Let / be any point of A not contained in k. Then, letting d be the circle {t a} r\{t b),d is also anallagmatic with respect to the three given inversions. We have {cd} because of the definition of coaxal circles. The previous reasoning now shows that p <p is the identity on {cd} (note that the definition of p does not depend on the sphere containing c). This completes the proof.
5. Coordinates on a sphere and throughout A. In this section, we complete the proof that our axioms are sufficient to establish (ii) and (iii) of the introduction.
5.1
We first define the field V. We have previously defined the field of points contained in an ordinary circle, which consisted of a set of points and the defined laws of composition, addition and multiplication.
We shall define V so that given any of the fields of points previously described, we have a natural isomorphism of V onto this field.
Let S be a set of fields F of points contained in circles and isomorphisms / of these fields, S= {F, f}, satisfying: There exists at least one set S, for example, a single F and the identity (,e) The usefulness of this condition will be seen in 5.4 (iii).
map. It follows by Zorn's lemma that there exists a maximal set 5 (which we denote by S), and it will be shown in 5.10 that every F(£S. We proceed with the construction of V. Consider the P's in S as disjunct sets of elements; that is, points with labels attached to indicate the field. Let U be the set-theoretic union of all elements of all F in S. If x, y£ U, we define x~y if there is an isomorphism /££ such that/x = y. ~ is an equivalence relation in U, and each equivalence class {x} and each F have exactly one element in common. The equivalence classes form a field V in an obvious way, and if we define 7tf{x} = \x\f\F, then ttf: F«.F(17).
5.2 Let » be any point of A, and let k be any ordinary sphere containing ». In the affine geometry "over" » of 1.4, whose terminology we now adopt, k is a plane. An ordinary circle containing » is called a line, and tangent lines are said to be parallel. We proceed to "coordinatize" k in the usual manner. Let 0, 1 be two other points contained in the plane k, and call the line For this work, the following trivial lemma is helpful.
5.3.1 Lemma. Let K be nonempty set, {f} a set of 1-1 mappings of K onto itself, and let K and {/} satisfy the following conditions:
(i) there is a fixed 1-1 correspondence between the sets K and {/}. We designate the mapping /£ {/} which is associated, in this fixed correspondence, with the element xE_K by fx;
(ii) fvfx=fjy; (iii) K contains an element e such that fxe = x, for all x(E.K. Then, if we define x o y =fxy, K is an abelian group under o .
Proof. That e is a right unit and that every x has a right inverse is obvious. The operation o is commutative, since x o y =fxy -fxfy& -fvf^fi =fyX=y o x. The proof is completed by showing that o is associative:
(1?) Our definition of the underlying field contains a certain element of arbitrariness, namely in the choice of the maximal 5. An alternative, and possibly superior, approach is to let the field F on the »-axis (see 5.2) play a forward role, prove that the axioms are sufficient for inversion geometry, and then define 5 to consist of all fields F and all isomorphisms / arising from composition of inversions. This set will satisfy (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv) by virtue of 2.12 (ii). Under the given definition of addition and multiplication, the points of k other than » constitute a field C, whose zero is 0 and whose unit is (1, 0).
Proof. In view of what has gone before, all that remains to be shown is that if p, q, r are points of k other than », then p(q-\-r) =pq-\-pr. This is immediate if at least one of p, q, r is 0, so we assume the contrary. Let us further assume, temporarily, that q, r, and 0 are not contained in a line. By the concluding remark after 5.3.2, the line containing (q-\-r) and q is parallel to the line containing 0 and r, and the line containing (q+r) and r is parallel to the line containing 0 and q. But pp: 0->0, »->» ; hence p(q+r) is a point on the line containing pq parallel to the line containing 0 and pr, and also p(q-\-r) is a point on the line containing pr parallel to the line containing 0 and pq. Hence, by the preceding sentence, p(q+r) =pq+pr, which was to Further, it follows from condition (iv) of 5.1 (indeed, it is precisely for this reason that condition (iv) was introduced) that (iii) (0, i)(a, 0) = (0, a).
We now proceed to prove the theorem. Assume that p, q, r are not on a line. Then by solving (3) for double points, one sees that there exists h, k, rÇz V, r¿¿0, such that (x, y)G [p q r] if and only if (4) (x -h)2 + (y -k)2 = r2.
(h, k) is the center of [p q r], that is, the image of » under (3). Conversely, if r^O, h, kÇ_V are given arbitrarily, one can reverse this process to show that the set of points (x, y) satisfying (4) is the set of points on an ordinary circle not containing », whose center is (h, k). (6) ax + by + c = 0.
Conversely, if a, b, c£F are given arbitrarily, with a2+b29é0, one can show that the set of points satisfying (6) is the set of points on a line.
5.9 Before we can discuss the coordinate system for 3-space, a few extensions of previous ideas are needed. We first remark that if <f> is any inversion, then there exists a unique ordinary sphere k which is the locus of all fixed points of <p. The "sphere of inversion" has properties analogous to the circle of inversion. Since it is unique, we shall speak of <pk. We shall show later that given any ordinary sphere k, <bk exists.
5.9.1 Definition. If a is an ordinary circle, k is an ordinary sphere, we say a-Lk or k 1.a if a is anallagmatic under <pk. It is obvious that a(~\k is an ordinary pair, say p^Jq. If b is any circle such that pKJq<b<k, then bla, for on {a b}, <pk is cpb. Further, if p and q are arbitrary distinct points contained in a circle a, then there is one and only one sphere kla such that pVJq<k. For (pk is determined by the requirement that Apf~\a and AqC\a must be anallagmatic pairs.
Theorem.
If a, b, c are three distinct circles, and if there exists an ordinary pair P <a, b, c, then bla and cla imply {be} la.
Proof. On {b a}, a is anallagmatic under <j>b. Hence {a c} is anallagmatic under <pb, so that [a c\ contains a circle of inversion of <pb. This circle of inversion must be c, since cla, P<c. Hence \b c\ is the sphere of inversion of <£6. 5.9.3 Theorem. Given an ordinary sphere k, <bk exists.
Proof. Let p, q be distinct points contained in k, and let a, b be distinct circles such that pKJq<a, b<k. Let the circle c be the intersection of the sphere containing p and q orthogonal to a and the sphere containing p and q orthogonal to b. As remarked in 5.9.1, cla, clb. It follows from 5.9.2 that klc. Hence, by 5.9.1, <bk is the inversion that ha.sApf~\c andAqr\cas anallagmatic pairs.
5.9.4 Definition. If k and j are ordinary spheres such that j is anallagmatic under <pk, we say klj.
We leave it to the reader to prove that klj implies jlk.
5.9.5 Theorem.
Given an ordinary pair P, there exist at most 3 mutually orthogonal circles, each containing P. The sphere containing any two of the circles is orthogonal to the third circle; also, the sphere containing any two of the And by 5.9.6 (ii), for these fields E the composed mappings, fg and (fg)-1, fulfill the requirements of condition (iv). 5.11 Sufficiency of the axioms. Let » be any point of A, and let 0 be any other point of A. Ordinary circles containing » are called lines, ordinary spheres containing » are called planes. Let the x-axis, the y-axis, and the 2-axis be three mutually orthogonal lines containing 0 (see 5.9.5). Let 1 be any other point contained in the x-axis, determining a field E on the x-axis, and let F and G be fields on the y-axis and z-axis respectively, each of which is ^-related to E; by 5.9.6, F and G are also 0-related to each other. By 5.1, we have isomorphisms -ke'-V^E, ttf'-V~F, -kq: V^G. We now erect a 3-dimensional cartesian system of coordinates in the usual manner, noting that every point of A other than » corresponds to an ordered triple of elements of V. The details are left to the reader. Note that the coordinatization of each of the coordinate planes is in accordance with 5.2, so that the equations of lines, and of circles not containing », in each of the coordinate planes is in agreement with 5.8 and 5.7 respectively. Using simple analytic geometry, one can then prove that every plane is the locus of a linear equation in x, y, z with coefficients in V, and conversely. This proves (ii) of the introduction.
Using the material of 5.9, one shows that every ordinary sphere not containing » is the usual Euclidean sphere, and conversely. This proves (iii) of the introduction.
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